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1
Introduction
There are two primary efforts to reduce and/or prevent the coronavirus epidemic. The first is
the development of a vaccine. A vaccine produces antibodies, proteins which attack the virus
and reduce its effect. Successful antibodies not only reduce the number of people who can get
sick, it also speeds up the development of herd immunity, a condition in which enough people
are immune and the virus doesn’t have enough hosts in which to thrive and reproduce.

The second effort is the development of a drug that will reduce or eliminate the symp-
tomatic effects, including death, that a virus such as SARS-CoV-2 can generate. In this activity,
we’ll look at some of the ways in which new drugs are generated and evaluated for effective-
ness.

Figure 1 shows a typical new drug development timeline, and you should be hearing a
great deal about how this timeline has been significantly shortened in the search for a ther-
apeutic drug. The typical timeline suggests 3-5 years for target identification and screening,
1-2 years for ADME(T) and pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamics (PK/PD) studies,

Figure 1: New drug development timeline [1]
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then 6-7 years for clinical trials, and finally 1-2 years for regulatory approval, by the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) in the United States. One of the ways in which this timeline
is being shortened for CoVID-19 is through ”re-purposing” existing drugs, such as remde-
sivr (Gilead Sciences), a drug originally developed for diseases such as Hepatitis C. By re-
purposing drugs, the drug discovery and pre-clinical steps can be ignored, and scientists can
move directly into clinical trials. Human volunteers are currently participating in clinical tri-
als.

In recent developments (May/June 2020), the steroid dexamethasone was found to re-
duce deaths for patients on a ventilator or oxygen therapy by one-third. The paragraph below
describes some findings from a drug trial in the United Kingdom:

The UK RECOVERY trial is a Phase II/III randomised, controlled trial that be-
gan in March 2020 and is testing numerous potential treatments for Covid-19,
including lopinavir-ritonavir, azithromycin, tocilizumab, convalescent plasma,
and low-dose dexamethasone. The trial also had a hydroxychloroquine arm, but
the UK Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) sus-
pended this due to no significant difference in mortality rate and hospital stay
duration. More than 11,000 patients were enrolled in 175 NHS hospitals in
the UK. A total of 2,104 patients were randomised to receive 6mg per day of
dexamethasone for 10 days and then compared to 4,321 patients that received
usual care alone (patients on ventilation, patients who required oxygen only, and
those who did not need any respiratory assistance). Dexamethasone was found
to reduce deaths in patients on ventilators by one-third and by one-fifth in pa-
tients who required oxygen only. No benefits were found in those who did not
need respiratory assistance. With these results, the UK government approved
the use of dexamethasone for Covid-19 patients needing oxygen and those on
ventilators.([4])

For this lab, however, we wish to provide an example of drug discovery, which involves
the screening of hundreds to thousands, even millions, of compounds. There are a myriad of
ways to develop compounds for screening against some known target protein receptor. For
example, the target protein receptor for SARS-CoV-2 is the ACE2 receptor, found on many
host cells, especially cells in the lungs. In drug discovery, we want to develop a drug that will
interact with the ACE2 receptor by connecting (binding) to it, thus preventing, or inhibiting,
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the virus from doing the same thing. As such, we want to discover or develop a drug that has
the right physical characteristics to bind tightly to that receptor.

Figure 2: CoVID Project Moonshot

Figure 3 shows how an organization,
Diamond Light Source, helped to develop
a crowd-sourcing program to identify new
potential compounds. By using a variety
of machine learning and other artificial in-
telligence techniques, the partners in the
”Project Moonshot” consortium (Figure 2)
are developing a library of compounds that
can be screened against a variety of target
proteins, including ACE2. The use of these
advanced computational techniques are en-
abling scientists to shorten the timeline, es-
pecially the 3-5 year drug discovery portion
of the timeline. The compound you will be
studying in this lab, TRY-UNI-714a760b-6,
is highlighted on the graphic of the dataset.

Figure 3: Screenshot of potential compounds) [3]

The process oftentimes begins with the identification of a lead drug. This is a drug that
scientists believewill be effective, in our case as anACE2 inhibitor. This is done using a variety
of studies and experiments.

Typically, however, a lead drug will have a variety of problems that make it unsuitable.For
example, it may not dissolve easily in the bloodstream, making it difficult to get to the host
cells in the lungs. It may not have the characteristics, such as a lipophilicity (logP) value of
less than 5, generally considered to be the value needed for the drug to be an oral drug, taken
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by mouth.
One of the compounds identified by the Diamond Light ”XChem” group is TRY-UNI-

714a760b-6, shown in Figure 4. This is a new compound that has been shown to have poten-
tial effects as a CoVID-19 drug. The drug contains two benzene (phenyl) rings, two amine
groups, a carbonyl (C=O), and a halogen (chlorine).

Figure 4: Graphic of a current lead drug (TRY-UNI-714a760b-6) [2]

The goal of modifying a lead drug is to find compounds that have most if not all of the
structure of the lead drug, but have added chunks of organic ”stuff” that will change one or
more properties of the drug. For example, we might need the lead drug to be more soluble,
so we will experiment with adding different organic ”fragments” to specific locations on the
lead drug. These ”substituents are also called ”R-groups”, and are mostly carbon compounds.
Almost all drug discovery software tools, including StarDrop, come with a built-in fragment
library.

Figure 5: StarDrop Fragment Library

There are two fundamental ways to add
substituents to a lead drug. The first is to
use an existing ”library” of fragments. Many
drug companies, such as GlaxoSmithKline,
develop these libraries, and they are typically
closely guarded (proprietary) secrets. As a
side note, one of the more interesting phe-
nomenon of the search for a CoVID-19 vac-
cine or drug is the degree towhich very com-
petitive drug companies have beenwilling to
share data. Imagine your soccer team, during the final championship game of the year, is will-
ing to let the other team have your best player, and they let you have theirs. That’s the level of
sharing and cooperation that is being seen in the search for a drug or vaccine solution to this
pandemic!
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The second way, chemical transformations, uses fundamental principals from chemistry,
mostly organic chemistry, to modify the lead drug. For example, we can say ”convert one
carbon in a benzene ring to an amine (NH2)”. The software then looks for places in the lead
drugwhere it can apply that rule. In the next lab, you’ll use chemical transformations to create
hundreds of new compounds!

2
Student Activity
NOTE!The majority of the steps for the activity will be demonstrated in the webinar.
These instructions are meant only as short reminders of the steps you need to take to
effectivelymodify the lead drug and test the new compounds!

For this lab, you will modify the lead drug shown in Figure 4. Specifically, we are going to
add four substituents:

1. methyl group (CH3−)

2. ethyl group (CH3CH2−)

3. propyl group (CH3CH2CH2−)

4. butyl group (CH3CH2CH2CH2−)

These four substituents will be added to the carbon in the para position on the chloroben-
zene group. This is the carbon directly opposite of the chlorine on the benzene ring on the
right side of the lead drug. This is also known as the ”4-position”, with chlorine being on Car-
bon 1, then our substituents will go in Carbon 4.

2.1 Part 1 – Preparation of the Lead Drug

For this part, we want to import the lead drug (TRY-UNI-714a760b-6) from the file ”lead-
drug.csv” (on Canvas) into StarDrop. You might want to consider double-clicking on the
name, change TRY-UNI-714a760b-6 to ”Lead Drug”, something easier to read!
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Now, following theexample shown in thewebinar,wewant toestablish thebaselineADME
parameters for the lead drug. Using theModels tab, calculate these ADMEparameters for the
lead drug:

1. logP: this is a measure of lipophilicity, how well the drug will diffuse through lipid cell
membranes, such as the phospholipid membrane found in most cells. A lower logP is
generally better.

2. logS: this is a measure of how soluble (in water) the drug is. A lower logS is generally
better.

3. rotatable bonds: a measure of how flexible the drug is. Bonds that are rotatable mean
the drug can change shape, or conformers, when binding to a protein. Generally, fewer
rotatable bonds is better, but not always!

4. molecular weight (MW): this is in grams/mol, and a measure of how much the drug
weighs. Drugs really need to be under 500 g/mol for them to be suitable for oral ad-
ministration.

5. 2C9pKi: (this is ameasure of howwell the drug binds to theCYP2C9protein enzyme,
a good indicator of how well this drug will interact with a target protein).

2.2 Part 2 – R-group substitution

The next step is to use StarDrop and its ”Nova” tool and its Library Enumeration to add the
four substituents (methyl, ethyl, propyl, andbutyl groups) to the 4-positionon the chloroben-
zeneportionof the leaddrug. Youwill need to follow theexampledone in thewebinar for all of
the steps, but when done, you should have a new library of lead drug-substituted compounds.

2.3 Part 3 – Merging of lead drug with substituted com-
pounds

In this step, you need to do the following, based on the example from the webinar:

1. using Data Set –> Merge, you want to merge the new library dataset with the original
lead drug data set.

2. rename the merged data set ”Screening Compounds”.

3. delete the original lead drug data set and the library data set, leaving one data set –
Screening Compounds.
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2.4 Part 4 – Analysis

Now you are ready to conduct an analysis of your results. You will use the ”Visualiztion” tab.
Once in the Visualization panel, youmight need to go to View and select the Screening Com-
pounds dataset. Here are some analyses to conduct:

1. Histogram: choose the Histogram option

(a) plot logS (solubility) on the x-axis and logP on the y. If I need compounds with
a low logP value, what should my logS value be – low, medium,or high?

(b) Based on your answer to the previous question, how do I make that happen? Ex-
periment with the molecular weight (MW) on the x-axis and logS on the y-axis.
What size (low, medium, high) molecular weight compound do I need to get the
logS (low, medium, high) value?

2. Plotting: select 2D Scatter from the Chart menu.

(a) Plot logP vs. 2C9 pKi, then, from the More options icon (last one on the far
right), choose ”Customize” then ”Lines” and then click on ”Regression”. The R2

value tells you howwell logP will be able predict the pKi value. The closer to 1 or
-1 the value is, the better. What is the R2 value for logP?

(b) What about logS? Notice that the slope here is negative.

(c) What about molecular weight? Is that a good predictor of pKi?

3. Function Generating: we want to calculate what is known as a Hammett constant for
our library of R-substituted lead drugs. We add four R-groups – methyl, ethyl, propyl
and butyl. By how much did the methyl group change the logP value? Did it go up or
go down? The logP for the lead drug is approximately 3.028. The compound with a
methyl group on it is 3.351, higher. How much higher? A simple subtraction provides
the Hammett constant for methyl, represented by a sigma (σ) symbol:

σ = logPsubstituted − logPleaddrug (1)

(a) In StarDrop, go to Tools –> Function Editor

(b) Double click on the logP value for the lead drug. You should see the value to four
decimal places. Copy that value.

(c) Make the new column name Hammett constant.
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(d) Create the function: logP - 3.0277 (or the value you copied in Step 2).

(e) You shouldnowhave anewcolumncalled ”Hammettconstant”. Control- or right-
click onto the column heading and select Edit. Change the format to Decimal
with three decimal places. The value of the constant for the lead drug should be
zero.

(f) Using a plotting tool of your choice, what happens to the binding affinity (2C9
pKi) as the constant gets bigger?
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